
Council Grove Area Foundation 
September 20, 2018, Hays House, Noon

 
Agenda: 

• Call to Order 
 

• Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 

• Special Guest 
o Presentation by Councilman, Jeff Blosser.  He will provide our board with an update of the city’s 

needs for improvements at the softball complex and baseball field.   
 

• Treasurer’s Report 
 

• Committee Reports 
 Nominating 
 Acceptance 
 Investment 

o The investment committee over the last few months has met with four investment 
representatives  
 Jeff Schoeneskase from Principal Financial out of Overland Park, KS on June 28th.  
 Jeffrey Wacker from Emprise Bank Investment Dept out of Wichita, Ks on July 24th 
 Mike Keeton of Community America out of Kansas City, Mo on July 24th. 
 Jon Vogal from CFG Trusted Advisors, Inc our of Topeka, Ks on August 14th. 

o The committee considered the fees, the thought process behind proposed portfolios, 
customer service and availability to the CGAF, ability to work directly with the 
representative, experience, knowledge of nonprofit groups, and the genuine interest to 
serve the needs of the foundation.  The investment committee will propose that the 
members of the CGAF approve their selection of Mike Keeton from Community America. 

 Grants/Awards  
 

• Directors Report  
 

• Old Business 
o Mineral Rights 

 
• New Business 

o Discussion of a board member replacement.  
 

• 2018 Board Meeting Dates 
o November 15th 

 
• Adjourn 



Council Grove Area Foundation (CGAF) 

Minutes of the Board Meeting    July 19, 2018 
  

The meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM by Secretary, Angie Schwerdtfeger at the Hays House Restaurant.  

Members Present:  Jason Booker, Jim Reagan, Marty White, John Cosgrove, Diane Miller, Amy Oleen, Gary Smith, Deb 
Brown and Angie Schwerdtfeger 

Members Excused: Joann Kahnt, Amy Allen, Tim Tyner, Shawn Tiffany and Gary Catlin 

 

Special Guest:  

• Konni Flynn and Vicky Kenley from the Kansas Historical Foundation presented to the board about 2020 goal and 
fundraising effort for the Kaw Mission and Last Chance store. They requested a $2,000 yearly grant for the next 
5 years. The board discussed and a motion made by Jason Booker and seconded by Diane Miller that we will 
grant the Kansas Historical Foundation $2,000 for the next 5 years, but we will need to research where these 
funds will come from the board approved unanimously.  

Minutes:    

• Jim Reagan moved and Jason Booker seconded that the minutes of the May 15, 2018 Board Meeting be  
approved as presented, the minutes were approved unanimously.  

Treasurer’s Report:   

Members were provided report financial report prepared by Amy Allen.  John Cosgrove moved and Jason Booker 
seconded that the report be approved as presented, the report was approved by the board unanimously.   

Committee Reports:  

• Nominating Committee – Kevin Leeper has expressed interested in joining board.  Amy H will work on creating a 
BOD term document.  

• Acceptance – No Report.  
• Investments – No Report.  Committee will be meeting with investor on 7/24/18. 
• Grants – Amy H reported that she has had great success with check presentations. She reported that pictures 

are being taken for every grant given out and those pictures will be used in social media to promote the CGAF. 
 

Old Business:  

No old business. 

New Business:  

Boy Scout Grant 

• Angie advised the fire at the boy scout cabin was covered by insurance and that they have returned the $6,000 
unused grant to us. They would like to see our board use the funds for something youth related.  

Mineral Rights 



• The board had discussion over the pros vs cons of the mineral rights. The board was not ready to make a 
decision to keep or sell and because our offer expires after our September meeting, Jason Booker made a 
motion to contact an expert for more information and talk to an attorney about options, Marty White seconded 
and the board agreed unanimously. 

White City Enhancement Fund 

• The board had discussion around what an Enhancement Fund would look like for White City. Marty 
White moved that we gather more information and continue the discussion at our next meeting in 
September Jim Reagan seconded and the board agreed unanimously. 

Scholarship Checks 

• Amy H reported that we are currently writing scholarship checks payable to students and not the 
college institution. She requested that we make a motion to make all future scholarship checks payable 
to the college institution in stead of the individual. Jim Reagan made the motion that future 
scholarship checks be made out to the college institution, Diane Miller seconded and the board 
approved unanimously.  

Angie Schwerdtfeger asked for any additional new business, being none Jason Booker moved and Deb Brown 
seconded that the meeting adjourn, adjournment was approved by the board unanimously.  















Council Grove Area Foundation

Treasurer's Report

8/31/18

8/31/2018 6/30/2018 Change

Russell Investments 1,502,570.54   1,494,216.31   8,354.23         

Farmers & Drovers 

Checking 11,480.33        19,763.76        (8,283.43)        

CD -                    -                    -                   

Total Cash & Investments 1,514,050.87   1,513,980.07   70.80               



Director’s Report 
By Amy Honer 

 
I attended the Region III Community Foundation Retreat in Manhattan on August 24, 2018 
and was able connect with other foundations similar in size and discuss best practices.   
Social Media was a main topic that was discussed.  I took some ideas from other 
foundations and have been making them work for us.  I’ve started a “Did you know?” type 
weekly post that will highlight something about our Foundation. I would really like to 
have a small marketing budget of $20-$30 a month.  I did a test on what I thought 
would be a low performing post and for $5.00 it did generate traffic that otherwise 
wouldn’t have been. My goal is to have 1,000 followers by the end of the year. I really 
believe that as I’m posting about check presentations through the end of year the goal is 
obtainable. I participated in a breakout session where we picked apart the scholarship 
process. I was surprised to learn that most all of the other foundations control the entire 
scholarship process from taking applications, reading and awarding. I’m excited to get 
started on my plan for our scholarships. I will be placing the scholarship applications on 
our website, with all the requirements and the history of the Scholarship Fund. During the 
process of gathering the information I will work with the scholarship fund advisors. My 
plan always has been to form relationships with our donors.  We talked about Grant 
Reporting the need to outline what we require for our grant report. Who, What, When, 
Where, Why and Did we support more than 50% of the project. Keeping in simple. It would 
also be great if we could make short 30-60 second video with a couple non-profits showing 
the impact of our grant on their organization. We can share our story and talk about all the 
wonderful things we are doing, but when someone else talks about the impact we’ve made 
it goes a lot further. Events was a big discussion and how others are involved in 
community and chamber events.  As I become more comfortable in my position, I do plan to 
be involved chamber activities. I’d like to purchase magnetic name tag with our logo, 
business cards and 2 logo polos.  If you hear of any events going on in your areas, please 
let me know. Sometime next year I think it would be really neat to have a Founder’s event. 
Whether it be lunch or dinner, just invite them in and provide an update on where we are 
now. I also learned that Nancy Knopp from the K-State Extension office offers free Grant 
Writing Workshops. I think this would be a great event to host in our area. Giving Tuesday 
is November 27, 2018. This is on my radar. Trying to think of a creative inexpensive 
event/campaign that we could do to accept donations and awareness. If you have any 
ideas please let me know. I did learn that grants should only be awarded to non-profit 
organizations. When I asked if any organizations give to groups/clubs or committees that 
are not a nonprofit. They all agreed that the group must have a fiscal sponsor, otherwise no. 
Several foundations said they would become the fiscal sponsor and a new fund would be 
created. I’m not sure I understand all of this so I’m planning to learn more about this. I 
know that it has been discussed in past board meetings.  Disaster Preparedness was 
another topic we covered.  We had a great presentation from Susan Lamb on preparation. 
She stressed that is important to have a Fund agreement in place for disaster recovery.  The 
Emporia Community Foundation established a fund for the first Eureka tornado in 2016. 
When the tornado went through again in 2018 the fund was available for people to make 
immediate donations. Susan expressed that with a fund already in place and the heighten 



media attention it made a direct impact on the dollars donated.  Just last month when the 
Manhattan area flooded a Fund was set up and donations began to come in. This is 
something we should consider for future funds.  
I Started the KCAF Express On-Line Training.  This fast-paced flexible training and 
certificate program focuses on core essentials and seeks to increase understanding and, 
consequently, the effectiveness of community foundations and affiliates. The 15-module 
series covers nearly every aspect of community foundation work: from asset development 
and quality grants programs design to fiduciary and policy matters. These videos offer a 
great start to new board members and staff alike. It is also a great opportunity to review 
and reflect deeper as a group of new and seasoned community foundation practitioners.  
 
I’ve been working hard on our BOD portal. I encourage your feedback. I’ve been going 
through our paper files and hard drive and putting more information on the BOD so if there 
is a blank page or non-working link, it’s probably because I haven’t found the information 
yet. 
 
I will be attending the Annual National Conference FOR GROWING COMMUNITY 
FOUNDATIONS that is hosted by the Kanas Association of Community Foundations in 
Wichita in October.  
 
 



Mineral Purchase Offer  
 
On July 13, 2018 we received an offer from 4G ACQUISITIONS, LLC to purchase 7.6730 
net mineral acres in both tracts of land listed below for a total of $5754.75.  This is 
$750.00 dollars per net mineral acre owned. 

 
We own 0.050 mineral interest in two (2) tracts of land. (See Below) 
 
TRACT 1: 54.289 acres of land, more or less, being part of the W. Pool Survey, A-
718; and being the same land described as the first tract in a deed from Jean 
Kirkpatrick Twibell, et al to W. B. Northcutt dated December 16, 1968 and recorded 
in Volume 604, Page 742, in the deed records of Cherokee County, Texas. 
 
TRACT 2: 99.171 acres of land, more or less, being part of the W. Pool Survey A-
718; and being the same land described as the second tract in a deed from Jean 
Kirkpatrick Twibell, et al to W. B. Northcutt dated December 16, 1968 and recorded 
in Volume 604, Page 742, in the deed records of Cherokee County, Texas. 
 

Tract 1:  2.71445 net mineral acres 
Tract 2:  4.95855 net mineral acres 

= 7.6730 net mineral acres 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Unrealized Gains and Losses
Period Ending August 31, 2018

THE COUNCIL GROVE AREA FOUNDAT
315 WEST MAIN
COUNCIL GROVE, KS, 66846
USA

Date Run: 9/19/2018
Account #: xxxx4330

L M KOHN & COMPANY
DAVID STALKER / KENNETH J ALDRICH

727 N WACO
SUITE 270

WICHITA KS 67203
DAVES@DSFINANCIALGROUP.COM

Securities offered through L M KOHN & COMPANY.

L M KOHN & COMPANY and RBC Capital Markets, LLC are not affiliated with Morningstar. RBC Capital Markets, LLC, Member NYSE/FINRA, SIPC

Investment and insurance products offered through RBC Wealth Management are not insured by the FDIC or any other
federal government agency, are not deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, a bank or any bank affiliate,
and are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal amount invested.



Prepared on: 9/19/2018

Disclosure

Service
This consolidated report is for informational purposes only, and may
contain assets held outside of RBC Capital Markets, LLC. This report is not
a substitute for account statements, confirmations and source documents
provided by firms holding your assets.

This consolidated report contains information and security valuations
which have been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but
cannot be guaranteed as to accuracy and do not purport to be complete.
Assets held outside of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, and included in the
consolidated report, contain unverified information, may not be covered
by SIPC, and may be outside of your Financial Advisor’s area of expertise.
A CMO’s yield and average life will fluctuate depending on the actual
rate at which mortgage holders prepay the mortgages underlying the
CMO and changes in current interest rates. For the most updated account
information, please contact the customer service department of the firm
holding your assets. If you find discrepancies in this report, please consult
your Financial Advisor.

Performance Calculations
The performance data quoted represents past performance and should
not be considered indicative of future results. Return information
is presented as a total return and therefore includes dividends as
well as capital appreciation and presumes reinvestment of dividends.
Performance figures can be calculated by Daily Valuation Time-
Weighted Rate of Return (TWR) or Dollar-Weighted Rate of Return
(IRR) methodologies. The TWR methodology annualizes returns greater
than one year. The IRR methodology does not annualize returns greater
than one year. Based on the availability of data, historical performance
may include returns calculated monthly using the Modified Dietz time-
weighted return method. Performance returns include dividends which
are assumed to be reinvested. The Consolidated Portfolio Review
may include closed portfolio performance data. Performance reporting
includes foreign reclaimable tax withholdings and is reported as income
in income reporting and cash flow analysis. Reclaimable income may be
recaptured with your year-end tax filing.

Performance returns are net of custodial fees and any commissions
that are paid by you to RBC Capital Markets, LLC, which are deducted
from your account; however, performance returns either include, or are
net of, investment advisory program fees, unless otherwise specified.
If advisory fees are paid directly by you to the investment advisor or
separate investment manager, the overall performance returns on your
account may be lower than what is reflected on this report. The returns
of an unmanaged index do not reflect fees, commissions, taxes or
other expenses that would be associated with actual investments in the
individual securities that they track. Also, it is not possible to invest
directly in an unmanaged index. Due to rounding, certain components
may report percentages greater than or less than 100%. Calculations are
supplied by Morningstar.

The dates used to calculate performance in this report may be different
from the inception date(s) for your account(s). Returns shown may vary
depending on the date(s) selected by your Financial Advisor. If you have
questions regarding the time periods used in this report, please contact
your Financial Advisor or Branch Manager.

Asset Classification Methodology
Morningstar asset classification methodology is used for reporting, with
the exception of securities not covered by Morningstar or individual
fixed income holdings. Securities not covered by Morningstar and fixed
income holdings are classified according to RBC Capital Markets, LLC
asset classification methodology. The default methodology employed by
RBC is a “one-to-many” allocation whereby some securities (e.g., mutual
funds) are mapped to more than one asset class based on the underlying
holdings. Please refer to the Reference Guide, Report Options, to view
the report selection(s).

Tax Advice
RBC Capital Markets, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. All
decisions regarding the tax or legal implications of your investments
should be made in connection with your independent tax or legal advisor.
This report does not constitute a replacement for your 1099 Form or your
RBC Capital Markets, LLC statement.

Cost Basis
If you did not purchase the securities represented in this report at
RBC Capital Markets, LLC, the "cost basis" was provided by you or
your Financial Advisor and we have not verified this figure. Due to the
complexity of calculating cost basis when multiple lots of a security are
purchased, your report may reflect the average cost basis for multiple
purchases (especially in the case of mutual fund transactions). To

determine the actual cost basis for tax reporting purposes, please consult
with your tax advisor.

Estimated Income
The Estimated Annualized Income (EAI) for certain securities could
include coupon payments that are contingent upon market factors or a
return of principal or capital gains, in which case EAI depicted on reports
would be overstated. EAI is only an estimate of income generated by the
investment; the actual income may be higher or lower. In the event the
investment matures, is sold or called, the full EAI may not be realized. EAI
may also include income generated by securities not held at RBC Capital
Markets, LLC.

Accrued Interest
Accrued interest for fixed income securities that is explicitly displayed
or included in calculated values (e.g., total portfolio value, rate of return)
may include pending coupon payments. Pending coupons may include
return of principal in addition to fully accrued interest.

Account: xxxx4330 Page 2 of 6



Prepared on 9/19/2018

Unrealized Gains and Losses: Unconsolidated Tax Lots
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

As of August 31, 2018 Short Term Total Long Term Total Unknown Term Total
-381.73 USD -61,190.60 USD —

 

Accrued Est. Annual
Securities Held Here Quantity Moody's/S&P Income (USD) Purchase Date Unit Cost (USD) Net Cost (USD) Market Price (USD) Market Value (USD) Unrealized G/L (USD) Income (USD)
Short Term — 88,148.67 87,766.94 -381.73 2,424.93
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

2,938.66 — — 12/26/2017 11.28 33,148.10 11.22 32,971.78 -176.32 910.98

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

4,257.92 — — 12/26/2017 11.28 48,029.34 11.22 47,773.86 -255.48 1,319.96

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

625.78 — — 7/6/2018 11.14 6,971.23 11.22 7,021.30 50.07 193.99

 
Long Term — 1,475,994.20 1,414,803.61 -61,190.60 39,089.94
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

87,270.53 — — 12/16/2013 11.87 1,035,901.13 11.22 979,175.29 -56,725.84 27,053.86

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

1,454.50 — — 12/30/2013 11.91 17,323.08 11.22 16,319.48 -1,003.60 450.89

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

11,764.71 — — 1/13/2014 11.90 140,000.00 11.22 132,000.00 -8,000.00 3,647.06

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

217.36 — — 4/4/2014 12.16 2,643.15 11.22 2,438.82 -204.33 67.38

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

131.51 — — 7/7/2014 12.60 1,657.04 11.22 1,475.55 -181.49 40.77
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Prepared on 9/19/2018

Unrealized Gains and Losses: Unconsolidated Tax Lots
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

As of August 31, 2018 Short Term Total Long Term Total Unknown Term Total
-381.73 USD -61,190.60 USD —

Accrued Est. Annual
Securities Held Here Quantity Moody's/S&P Income (USD) Purchase Date Unit Cost (USD) Net Cost (USD) Market Price (USD) Market Value (USD) Unrealized G/L (USD) Income (USD)
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

2,464.30 — — 12/29/2014 12.26 30,212.26 11.22 27,649.39 -2,562.87 763.93

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

223.52 — — 4/7/2015 12.51 2,796.29 11.22 2,507.94 -288.35 69.29

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

287.89 — — 7/7/2015 12.28 3,535.33 11.22 3,230.16 -305.17 89.25

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

105.92 — — 10/6/2015 11.81 1,250.87 11.22 1,188.38 -62.49 32.83

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

2,009.20 — — 12/24/2015 10.83 21,759.62 11.22 22,543.21 783.59 622.85

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

9,403.73 — — 12/24/2015 10.83 101,842.42 11.22 105,509.87 3,667.45 2,915.16

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

166.40 — — 4/6/2016 10.79 1,795.50 11.22 1,867.05 71.55 51.59

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

471.52 — — 7/7/2016 11.06 5,215.03 11.22 5,290.48 75.45 146.17

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

242.60 — — 10/6/2016 11.50 2,789.93 11.22 2,722.01 -67.92 75.21
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Prepared on 9/19/2018

Unrealized Gains and Losses: Unconsolidated Tax Lots
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

As of August 31, 2018 Short Term Total Long Term Total Unknown Term Total
-381.73 USD -61,190.60 USD —

Accrued Est. Annual
Securities Held Here Quantity Moody's/S&P Income (USD) Purchase Date Unit Cost (USD) Net Cost (USD) Market Price (USD) Market Value (USD) Unrealized G/L (USD) Income (USD)
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

2,770.24 — — 12/22/2016 10.84 30,029.38 11.22 31,082.07 1,052.69 858.77

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

6,739.89 — — 12/22/2016 10.84 73,060.38 11.22 75,621.53 2,561.15 2,089.36

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

336.95 — — 4/6/2017 11.20 3,773.84 11.22 3,780.58 6.74 104.45

 
RUSSELL INVT CO
LIFEPOINTS FD BALANCED FD CL A
Ticker: RBLAX, CUSIP: 782478622

35.81 — — 7/7/2017 11.42 408.95 11.22 401.79 -7.16 11.10

 

Securities Held Here Total — 1,564,142.87 1,502,570.54 -61,572.33 41,514.87

 The actual income received may be lower or higher than the estimated amount. Future income payments are subject to change. Does not include the RBC Wealth Management Money Market Fund Cash Sweep Options, RBC Insured Deposits, RBC Cash Plus or Credit Interest Program.
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Prepared on: 9/19/2018

Reference Guide

Fixed Income Analysis
Weighted Average Coupon
The average rate of interest payable per annum, weighted by the amount
of each bond's principal.

Weighted Average Maturity
The average time it takes for securities in a portfolio to mature, weighted
by the holding quantities. This calculation looks at only the stated final
maturity of each bond and doesn't take into consideration call features or
current levels of interest rates. Typically, a WAM will indicate the greater
possibility of portfolio price volatility.

Weighted Average Purchase Yield
The average of projected yields for fixed income securities at the time of
purchase weighted by percentage of the total fixed income value of your
portfolio. Only those fixed income securities with a purchase yield will
be included in the calculation of this statistic.

Maturity Distribution Chart
Maturity Distribution Chart reflects the dollar value of Fixed Income
securities, distributed over time, based on effective maturity. Effective
maturity is the date to which a bond is priced taking into effect embedded
options (call or pay-down features). Call or average life dates are
substituted for maturity dates on bonds priced to a call for portfolio
average calculations.

Credit Quality Ratings
Bonds are evaluated for credit risk based on the financial performance
of the issuer, both past and present. This Portfolio Review utilizes
both Moody's ratings and Standard & Poor's ratings. Investment Grade
bonds are those bonds whose risk of defaulting on the interest and
principal payments is unlikely based on evaluating the issuer's current
and projected financial performance. Bonds rated below Investment
Grade, sometimes referred to as "High Yield Bonds", are from issuers
whose current financial position is either speculative or uncertain in their
ability to make principal and interest payments.

Credit Ratings - by Moody's/Standard & Poor's
Non-Rated
NR/WR Not being rated by the rating agencies; does not

necessarily reflect credit worthiness
Investment Grade
Aaa/AAA Highest possible rating; principal and interest

payments are considered very secure. Includes
Moody’s rating #Aaa.

Aa1 to Aa3/AA+
to AA

High quality; differs from highest rating only in
the degree of protection provided to bondholders.
Includes Moody’s ratings P-1, MIG1, VMIG1 and S&P
ratings A-1+, A-1 and SP-1+.

A1 to A3/A+ to
A-

Good ability to pay principal and interest; more
susceptible to adverse effects due to changing
conditions. Includes Moody’s ratings MIG2 and
VMIG2 and S&P rating SP-1.

Baa1 to Baa3/
BBB+ to BBB-

Adequate ability to pay principal and interest; more
susceptible to adverse effects due to changing
conditions. Includes Moody’s ratings P-2, VMIG3,
MIG3 and P-3 and S&P ratings A-2, A-3 and SP-2.

Speculative Grade
Ba1 to Ba3/BB+
to BB-

Faces ongoing uncertainties or exposure to adverse
business, financial or economic conditions

Ba to B3/B+ to B- Great vulnerability to default, but currently meeting
debt service. Includes Moody’s ratings NP and SG
and S&P rating SP-3.

Caa to C/CCC to
C

Currently identifiable risk or default (For Moody's,
may already be in default)

Report Options

Report Selection
Unrealized Gains and Losses
Security Description Detailed
Amortization & Accretion On
Tax Lots Unconsolidated
Custody Held Here
Cost Reinvest Cost
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